
Name: ______________________________________      Score: _______________ 

Daily Language 

Please fix: 
 
  My puppies tale is really long  said james   He wags it so hard i thinks it might fal of 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Capitalize   Add something Spelling Error Period 
take something  
out 
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 Please write an antonym for the underlined word.      
      
  Barney pillow is extremely soft and comfortable.       

 Please circle the pronouns in these sentences.        
      
Ellie wanted them to like her picture.        Russ gave it to him.        They kept the secret from her. 

 Please circle the main verb in the sentence.              Is it present tense or past tense?  
      
  Annette has taken her brother to the park.                              ________________  

Lower case 

 Please circle the adjective in the sentence. 

An elusive bug hid from the hungry bird. 

Change  
something 

 Please circle the correct word choice. 

A soft whimper came from the ( babies   baby’s ) mouth. 

ABC order    whimper        whose          wallow        which         western 



Name: ______________________________________      Score: _______________ 

Daily Language 

Please fix: 
 
  many children they has pets    an bird is a faverite kind of pet to oun 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Capitalize   Add something Spelling Error Period Change something 
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 Please label the underlined words as a verb, noun, or adjective.  
      
   Lovely birds can be purchased from local pet stores. 

 Please circle the simple subject of this sentence.        
      
  Roberto and Josie want to purchase a bird for a pet. 

 Please circle the complete predicates in this sentence.        
      
     Roberto and Josie shopped for a bird at Martin’s Pet Shop. 

 Please choose the correct word.        
      
 Adam gave his ( birds   bird’s ) fresh seeds and water. 
 
 We loved the ( birds   bird’s ) colorful feathers. 
 
 Lucy put a new water cup into the ( birds   bird’s ) cage. 
 
 ( Birds   Bird’s ) are fun pets! 
 

Take something out 



Name: ______________________________________      Score: _______________ 

Daily Language 
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 Please replace the nouns with pronouns.  
      
        Patty said, “Deer live in forests. Deer live in our forest here in Wisconsin.”  

 Please circle the adverb in this sentence.                                                           This adverb tells:      
      
    Deer can easily drink water when they visit streams or ponds.                        how    when    where 

 Please circle the subject of this sentence.        
      
    “Another animal that lives in a forest is a chipmunk,” commented Bill. 

 Please circle the correct word choice for each sentence.        
      
    John ( hear    heard   hearing ) a woodpecker (tap   tapped   tapping ) on a tree. 
 
    When a woodpecker ( find   finds   finding ) an insect, it sticks its long tongue into the hole. 
 
    That woodpecker ( use   using   uses ) his sticky tongue to pull the insect from the tree. 
 
    Woodpeckers will ( move   moves   moving ) from tree to tree to find more insects. 
 

Please fix: 
 
 an forist is a habitat and many animals lives in a forist habitat  said mr sims  can you name 

some asked mr sims 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Capitalize   Add something Spelling Error Period 
take something  
out Lower case 

Change  
something 



Name: ______________________________________      Score: _______________ 

Daily Language 

Please fix: 
 
  how does animals survives in a Forest in the wintir  asked marcy  
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Circle the compound word. Write its two words on the lines.        
      
 Chipmunks stay underground and eat stored acorns. 

 Please show the syllable breaks for each word. Example:  be●fore        
      
  insects  ____________________   woodpecker _________________________  winter __________________ 

 Please circle the adjectives in this sentence.        
      
  Tall trees still have plenty of tasty insects for woodpeckers to enjoy during the harsh winters. 

 Please write the suffix for each word on the lines.        
      
  windy   ______________     freezing  ______________    insects ______________    buried ______________ 

 Please answer the question in a complete sentence.  What forest animal hibernates in the winter? 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Please circle the verb and underline the helping verb.        

The rabbit has dug a hole in the snow just under a bunch of logs. 

Daily Language 

Capitalize   Add something Spelling Error Period 
take something  
out Lower case 

Change  
something 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name: ______________________________________      Score: _______________ 

Daily Language 

Please fix: 
 

  did you knows that some Frogs in the forest Can go for a vary long time without food  
 
   asked mr benson 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Please write a synonym for the underlined word.        
      
  Many of the forest animals stay underground during the winter months.   _______________________ 

 What is a synonym?        

Daily Language 

Capitalize   Add something Spelling Error Period 
take something  
out Lower case 

Change  
something 

Write a short paragraph explaining what you know about a forest 
habitat. 

Please be sure to indent and follow all rules. 
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